
VOICEOVER & DIALOGUES 

 

①  

【0:00】 

Voiceover: (50s) 

Once upon a time, beside a peaceful river, stood the Dragon Gate. Legend spoke of a 

great challenge awaiting those who dared to venture near - It was believed that those 

who succeeded in this daring feat would transform into dragons, ascending to heaven. 

However, the journey was dangerous, with swirling currents and towering waves as 

formidable obstacles. Thus, begins an epic tale of our humble carp set out to the way 

of what they called success. 

 

 

 

② 

【1:08】 

Dialogue: (20s) 

 

Carp: "Wo-wo, watch it! No pushing, no shoving!" 

 

Smaller Fish: "Sorry, sorry! Didn't see you there!" 

 

Carp: "Well, it's kind of hard to miss me! I'm the big carp around here!" 

 

Smaller Fish: "Yeah, big carp, big carp! But, you know, we're all just trying to get 

through this crowd and reach the Dragon Gate!" 

 

Carp: "Tell me about it! " 

 

Smaller Fish: "No time! I‘m in a rush!" 

 

Carp: "Hey, hey!" 

 

--Fish lantern hesitating here, swing one's head from side to side. – (10s) 

 

【1:40】 

Carp: & DANCE: (20s) 

Shall I go with them? What if I fail? Is that the true measure of success? But everyone 



else is going. Maybe I should too. What if I can't make it?  

 

【2:00】 

Voiceover: (10s) 

Go, compete with them, leaping over the Dragon Gate can you achieve true success, 

that's the only way! 

 

【2:10】 

Carp: (5s) 

Well……Looks like I'm gonna have to go with them. 

 

【2:20】 

Carp: (10s） 

I can't give up now…… 

But these waves... they're so strong…… I’ll have to be successful! 

 

 

 

③ 

【2:35】(20s) 

Dialogue by small fishes: 

 

Fish 1: "Outta my way, I'm making a splash for the gate!" 

 

Fish 2: "Not if I beat you to it, buddy! I've got fins of lightning!" 

+ 

Fish 1: "Dream on! I'll be there in a flash!" 

 

Fish 2: "We'll see about that! Let the race begin!" 

 

 

 

--------恶魔低语 1分钟----------- 

With DANCE (50S) 

 

【4:35】(15s) 



Dialogue by small fishes: 

 

Fish 1: "Oh yeah? You think you're fast and highest? Watch me zip past you like a 

lightning bolt!" 

 

Fish 2: "I'll leave you in my wake, just wait and see!" 

 

Fish 1: "Bring it on! I'm gonna jump over it. " 

 

【5:00】(30s) 

Carp: 

I wish I could join them…...leap over the gate, and become something greater.  

My heart racing with excitement as I watch them go for it…… 

They're so enthusiastic about leaping! But they keep failing...  

Lightning zapping down... and now I'm feeling a bit freaked out… 

 

【5:30】DANCE (30S) 

 

【6:05】(30s) 

Carp:  

Ah no, the tornado…  

I want to succeed… but the pressure... it's overwhelming… 

Everyone's racing ahead… pushing forward…  

Can I even compete? 

 

Voiceover (interplay with above): 

Go, compete with them… 

Go, compete with them… 

Go, compete with them… 

 

Carp:  

No I can’t take this anymore……!!!!! 

 

 

 

④ 

【6:30】DANCE (1min) 

Carp, words follow the musical drum beat:  

Tension 



Anxiety 

Stress 

Boredom 

Monotony 

Unease 

Defiance 

 

 

 

⑤ 

待定，这段也许不需要旁白。 

Carp:  

How incredible I made it!  

I'm flying high over the Dragon Gate! 

 

(All the fish happily circled the audience and interacted. Drop at the same time.) 

 

 

 

⑥ 

【8:25】(30s) 

Broadcasting: 

"Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the ornamental carp area of the Dragon Gate 

Aquarium! Prepare to be enchanted by the vibrant colours and graceful movements of 

our exquisite aquatic companions. As you explore this captivating realm, immerse 

yourself in the beauty of our ornamental fish species from around the world. From the 

majestic carp to the dazzling bettas, each one is a living work of art. Enjoy your visit!" 


